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Abstract

Pyroclastic density currents (PDCs) are the most dangerous mass flows on Earth. Yet they remain poorly understood because internal measurements and observations are hitherto non-existent. In this thesis, the first measurements and views into experimental large-scale PDCs synthesized by “column collapse” provide insights into the internal structure, transport and emplacement dynamics of dense PDCs or pyroclastic flows.

While from an outside point of view, PDCs resemble dilute gravity currents, the internal flow structure shows longitudinal and vertical complexities that greatly influence the PDCs’ propagation and emplacement dynamics. Internal velocity and concentration profiles from direct observations provide the evidence of an unforeseen intermediate zone that plays an important role into the transfer of mass from the ash-cloud to the underflow. The intermediate zone is a “dense suspension” where particle cluster in bands to form mesoscale structures. These reduce particle drag and yield an extreme sedimentation rate of particles onto the newly-formed underflow. These findings call into question the existing paradigm of a continuous vertical concentration profile to explain the formation of massive layers and an underflow from ash-clouds. Instead, a sharp concentration jump occurs between the intermediate zone, with concentrations of the order of few volume percent, and the underflow, with concentrations of c.45%.

PDCs were found to be composed of 4 main zones identified as the underflow, and the ash-cloud head, body and wake. Following the evolution of the PDC structure over time allows the formation of a complex ignimbrite deposit sequence to be uncovered, reproducing experimentally the “standard ignimbrite sequence” reported from field studies. Experiments revealed that each flow zone deposited the particulate load under contrasting emplacement timescales (spanning up to 5 orders of magnitude), which are primarily controlled by the concentration of the zone.

The ash-cloud head is the most dynamic zone of the PDC, where proximally mass is intensively transferred downward and feeds the underflow front, while at all times, the finest particles are entrained upward and feed the wake through detachment of large Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. Subsequently, kinematic coupling between the moving underflow and overriding ash-cloud leads to a forced-supercriticality, preferentially affecting the head. The wide range of particle sizes and densities yield a spectrum of gas-transport behaviours ranging from a poorly coupled and rapid-sedimenting mesoscale regime up to a homogeneously coupled long-lived suspending regime.

Internal velocity and concentration profiles illuminate the role of boundary velocity, which yields forced-acceleration of the ash-cloud. Kinematic coupling of the ash-cloud with the underflow induces a velocity at the lower flow boundary, while shear stress at the ash-cloud/underflow wanes and results in the shrinking of the maximum velocity and concentration heights. Therefore, the ash-cloud can reach high velocities and multiply its destruction potential.
The experimental work presented in this thesis provides the first datasets of the internal physical properties of PDCs, which can be used to test the validity of current numerical models and highlight their limitations.

This thesis also presents the study of a small hydrothermal blast that occurred at Mt. Tongariro, New Zealand, on the 6th of August 2012. The study of the blast is subdivided into two phases: the PDC phase and the ballistic phase. The detailed study of the PDC along the main propagation axis highlighted the role of the longitudinal zoning of the current, which was reflected in the complex tripartite deposit architecture.

The study of the blast-derived ballistic crater field revealed a zone of high crater density that was related to the focus of ballistic trajectories around the main explosion direction. Simple inverse ballistic modelling provided evidence for a shallow blast (c. 5° above horizontal) from Te Maari. Furthermore, a comparison of ballistic block lithologies confirmed the origin of the elongated succession of craters or fissures formed by successive blasting during the eruption.
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Fig. 4.10. Schematic diagram of PDC vertical and longitudinal structure. A: Generalized structure of a PDC with underflow and ash-cloud with highlight on the form and formation of the head, body and wake zones. B: Particle transport regimes in proximal PDCs, where the underflow lags behind the front. C: Particle transport regimes in medial and distal PDCs where the underflow is well present inside the head of the ash-cloud. Note the lengthening of the head and evolution of the front shape.

Fig. 5.1. Large-scale experimental setup and location of the sediment samplers at 3.1, 5.4, 8.5 and 11.7 m from source. Note that the experiment presented in this chapter only involved the large hopper B.

Fig. 5.2. Images of the experimental flows and photographs of natural PDCs. A: The PDC is composed of an ash-cloud head, body and wake overriding a concentrated underflow. Note the different shapes of the head. B: Experiment where a wedge-shaped front developed in the ash-cloud head. C: Experiment where the ash-cloud front took a bulbous shape. D: PDC with a well-developed wedge front at Sinabung volcano. Courtesy of Marc Szeglat. E: PDC with a bulbous front at Sinabung volcano, Indonesia. Courtesy of Bracken.

Fig. 5.3. Kinematic of the flow front. A: Flow front velocity on slopes of 19°, 15° (B) and 9° (C). Symbols for the different experimental runs (see number of experiment and experimental conditions in Table 5.1) are indicated by an insert in figure 5.3.A. B–F: Position of the ash-cloud (black) and underflow (red) fronts versus time. G–I: Densimetric Froude number Fr’ of the head at different observation points along the channel. J–L: Velocity of the ash-cloud front with time. The red curve is a best fit regression, whereas the blue curve is the theoretical fit of the flow front velocity of planar gravity currents assuming a constant densimetric Froude number (Huppert and Simpson, 1980).
Fig. 5.5. Variation of the head geometry and the non-dimensional lower boundary velocity of the ash-cloud as a function of the densimetric head Froude number. A and B: Definition of the head ratio R is defined as equal to H/2L_{1/2}. Definition of the parameter noted A as the non-dimensional velocity at the lower ash-cloud boundary. C: Plot of A against the densimetric head Froude number. D: Plot of R against the densimetric Froude number (Fr") of the head. Data from the literature are from (1) Britter and Linden, 1980; (2) Simpson and Britter, 1979; (3) Sequeiros et al., 2010; (4) Maxworthy and Nokes, 2007; (5) Hacker et al., 1996; (6) Marino et al., 2005; (7) Nogueira et al., 2013; (8) Shin et al., 2004; (9) Gladstone et al., 2004..........................185

Fig. 5.6. Velocity profile through the head. A: Idealized velocity profile composed of an inner region where the modified law of the Wall noted with "*" is applied and an outer region where the velocity is described by the Turbulent Wall Jet from the height Hp upward. B: Sketch of the 6 velocity profiles through the head. Note that they are time-variant profiles. C: 6 velocity profiles and associated densimetric Froude number. The ash-cloud noted “C” is delimited from the underflow noted “U” by a thin vertical line. The black line corresponds to the measurements whereas the blue line corresponds to the theoretical fit built from either the combination of the modified law of the Wall and Turbulent Wall Jet or solely the Turbulent Wall Jet. The dashed line separates the inner and outer region of the velocity profile within the ash-cloud. The symbol underneath each velocity profile depicts the direction of the traction at the ash-cloud/underflow interface. When the upper arrow points forward (to the right), the ash-cloud induces traction at its lower boundary, whereas the opposite symbol where the upper arrow points to the left indicate that the underflow imposes traction on the ash-cloud..........................187

Fig. 5.7. Idealized velocity and concentration profile with theoretical laws describing the velocity and concentration of the ash-cloud (B). Thick blue and red/yellow lines represent the velocity (C, E, G and I) and concentration law respectively (D, F, H and J), whereas the black lines represent the experimental data. Law of the wall has been plotted from the lower ash-cloud boundary up to the height of maximum velocity (inner region). The turbulent wall jet law (Altinakar et al., 1996) has been plotted as an approximation of the outer velocity region of the ash-cloud while the inner region has been approximated with the law of the wall following the Von Karman approach (Allen 1970; Altinakar et al., 1996). Similarly, the concentration law follows the description of Altinakar et al. (1996) for turbulent wall jet in red while in yellow is the portion of the concentration that is nearly constant. .....

Fig. 5.8. Velocity and concentration profiles versus the ash-cloud head densimetric Froude number. A: Ratio of the maximum flow height over the maximum height (Hp/H) of the head as a function of the Froude number. B: Maximum velocity over the depth-averaged velocity (Up/U_avg) as a function of the Froude number of the head. C: Height of the deflection point in the concentration profile over the total head height (Hc/H) as a function of the Froude number (Fr^2). D: Ratio of the maximum concentration over the depth-averaged concentration (Cc/C_avg) in the middle of the head (where H was measured). The black lines are the fits to the data of the present study, with the equation and corresponding R^2 indicated. The red solid lines are the fits to saline and turbidity currents combined by Sequeiros et al. (2010), with the
red dashed lines that encompass all data spread around the fits. The orange solid line in B and respective equation and $R^2$ represent the alternative best fit to the ash-cloud data of the present study. .......................................................... 193

Fig. 5.9. Schematic diagram of the ash-cloud forced to a supercritical behaviour by the underflow. The diagrams show the penetration from A to C of the underflow within the ash-cloud and subsequent effects upon the ash-cloud head internal and outer structures. A: The underflow is lagging behind the ash-cloud head. The velocity of the ash-cloud front $U_f$ is greater than the underflow front velocity $U_u$. Velocity and concentration profiles through the middle of the head depict a thick inner boundary layer. Note the head of the ash-cloud with an aspect ratio Height/Length ~0.5. The head densimetric Froude number $Fr'$ is near 1. B: The underflow front is within the ash-cloud head. The underflow is faster than the ash-cloud and provides a velocity in the lower ash-cloud head, which affects the internal velocity and concentration profiles. The inner region of both velocity and concentration profiles shrinks while the underflow densifies near the lower boundary and accelerates. Coupling between underflow and ash-cloud yields the forced-supercriticality of the ash-cloud where $Fr'$ of the head is >1. C: Similar to B, but the underflow and ash-cloud fronts are “merged”. While the relative higher mobility of the underflow leads to scenarios from A to C, the reverse is also possible (C to A), where the underflow would slow down faster than the ash-cloud (for instance on shallow slopes) and the latter would “decouple” from the underflow and behave as a dilute gravity current with $Fr'$~1. .......................................................... 198

Fig. 6.1. Location of Upper Te Maari Crater. A: Map of North Island (New Zealand) showing the position of the Tongariro Volcanic Centre (TgVC) and the Taupo Volcanic Zone (TVZ). B: DEM of the northern portion of Mt Tongariro with the main volcanic features marked. Solid lines show the regional normal fault trend; the dotted line represents the alignment of vents that is almost parallel to the regional fault trend. The pointed line represents the possible extension mapped in North crater to the Upper Te Maari Crater. .................. 206

Fig. 6.2. Distribution of the eruption units of the 6 August 2012 Upper Te Maari eruption on top of a LiDAR DEM and 10_m DEM. I notice that the maximum extent of the PDC deposit and ballistic field are in similar directions NW and E of Upper Te Maari Crater. The coordinate system is NZTM2000. (TAC= Tongariro Alpine Crossing). .................. 208

Fig. 6.3. Comparison of the Upper Te Maari Crater area before and after the eruption. A: The crater from the Tongariro Alpine Crossing in January 2009. B: View in November 2012 showing the western, broader part of the fissure (>50m wide). Note that the crater is still intact. C: The Upper Te Maari Crater view from the east in January 2009. D: Post eruption view showing the new eastern part of the fissure. The two linked arrows show the position of the junction between the western and eastern fissure at its narrowest (10 m) and shallowest part (10 m)........................................................... 213

Fig. 6.4. Post-eruption Digital Elevation Model (DEM) based on LiDAR data of the fissure and Upper Te Maari crater area. The junction represents the narrowest and shallowest point of the fissure and delimits the eastern and western parts as shown on Fig. 6.3B. .............. 214
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Fig. 6.5. A: View of the western fissure, A: Delineation of amphitheater (dashed line) created by the landslide (see Procter et al., 2014) and end points of section B, C and the blocks D, E, F described in the text. B: Eastern part of the fissure with exposures of the same stratigraphy as in A. The two white lines are 5 m long. B′: Closer look at the bottom of the junction between fissures. C: Stratigraphic section along the western fissure composed of a succession of proximal PDCs and fallout deposits. D–D′: Underlying, and in the background, single blocks of lava (first type) are present. Second type of block visible on the landslide amphitheater, corresponding to agglutinates attached to dense lava blocks (delineated by dashed line). E–E′: Breccia (third type of block) made by angular lithic in a compacted fine-grained matrix composing the base of the fissure. F: Block with a discontinuous highly altered zone (delineated by dashed line) separating two type of breccia. ..................................................216

Fig. 6.6. A: Distribution of all >2.5 m size craters in the ballistic field. B: Crater size distribution: 2.5–3.5 m, 3.5–4.5 m and >4.5 m..........................................................217

Fig. 6.7. Distribution of ballistic impact craters of various size classes. A: All craters ≥2.5 m, the background density is 450 craters/km2 and the red-outlined areas (HDBF) are the loci of highest spatial density. B: Craters between 2.5 and 3.5 m. The red dotted line defines the profile shown in Fig. 6.10. C: Craters between 3.5 and 4.5 m. D: Craters ≥4.5 m. E: Crater size distribution..........................................................220

Fig. 6.8. Impact craters: A: A 6 m diameter crater within the high-density western part of the ballistic field. A′: PDC deposit covering the crater, scale in cm. B: 3 m-wide crater in the eastern high-density impact area. B′: PDC deposit (massive and stratified layer) inside and beside the crater. C: 2 m-wide crater in the northern ballistic field. C′: Very thin laminated ash cover. D: 4 m ballistic crater with preserved block (circled) outside of the PDC inundation area WNW of the crater. E: Scattered ballistics blocks (highlighted) in a 4 m-wide crater in the western deposit area. F: Block deposited during the PDC emplacement. The Block impacted the massive PDC layer and is covered by the stratified layer. The flow direction (left to right) is indicating by the thinning of the top PDC layer behind the block. ..................................................................................................................221

Fig. 6.9. Lithologies, densities and distribution of the four classes of ballistic blocks (densities in g/cm3). Stripped lines represent the area where ballistic lithology types were found (C, F, J and M). Block type 1 is made up of dense lava (A and B), sometimes with attached agglutinate (B; circled by dotted line). Type 2 blocks are vesicular scoria or vesicular lava fragments (C and D). Type 3 clasts include breccias, agglomerates and agglutinate blocks (G, H and I), that can be hydrothermally altered (G), or oxidized (I). Type 4 blocks are porphyritic, angular, poorly vesicular, often columnar jointed and fresh to poorly altered andesitic lava (Fig. K and L). ........................................................................................................................................222

Fig. 6.10. Calculated possible ballistic trajectories for the range of block sizes and density seen in the western high impact density zone using Eject! (Mastin, 2001). A: Relationship of crater diameter to type 1 block-diameter. B: Crater density profile on the westerly traverse (Fig. 6.7B) for 2.5–3.5 m diameter craters, showing the limits of the high-density zone (>650 craters m⁻²) between 1010 and 1350 m from source. C: Calculation for velocities “v”=202 m s⁻¹ of the optimal angle 33° for blocks of 0.32 m of diameter with a density 2.4 g cm⁻³ and
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estimates of launch angle to reach the high density zone. D: Estimation of shallow angle trajectories for a range of observed block diameters (0.23–0.4 m) using initial parameters from panel C. E: Effect of the range of density and block diameter on trajectories using launch angles and velocity from panel C. F: Estimation of the range in velocities (165.8–307 m s\(^{-1}\)) explaining the range of ballistics found in 2.5–3.5 m diameter-craters along the topographic profile.

Fig. 6.11. Model for the 6 August 2012 eruption of Upper Te Maari. After destabilization of the hydrothermal system (A), three main explosions (B–D) produced distinct ballistic fields partially overlapping (B′–D′). Not to scale.

Fig. 7.1. A: Location of the Tongariro Volcanic Center (TgVC) in the Taupo Volcanic Zone (TVZ) of New Zealand. B: Location of the Upper Te Maari crater in the TgVC. C: Isopach map of the PDC deposit and flow directionality and damages (modified from Lube et al., 2014). D: Distribution of the eruption units of the 6 August 2012 Te Maari eruption (modified from Breard et al., 2014). The black line indicates the sampling transect along the main spreading axis for the WNW blast.

Fig. 7.2. Topographic profile along the main WNW PDC axis with the distribution of the main depositional facies and the locations of large dune fields also shown. B: Relative proportions of units A, B and C against distance from source. C: Deposit thickness against distance from source. Black, grey and dotted lines are exponential fits of the form \( e^{ax+b} \).

Fig. 7.3. A, B and A′, B′: Proximal tuff breccia facies of unit A. C and C′: PDC deposit forming a dune and section through the tripartite deposit. D and D′: In the distal zone, the PDC deposit is often plastered onto obstacles and is composed of unit A, B and C, with the latter being poorly preserved. E: Proximal-to-distal stratigraphic section of the Tongariro hydrothermal blast. The red line represents 2cm of length. Note different vertical scales on bar charts.

Fig. 7.4. A–C: Integrated grain-size distribution of units A, B and C. D: Grain-size distribution of the ballistic blocks. E: Total grain-size distribution of the PDC.

Fig. 7.5. The grain-size median diameter Md\(\Phi\) versus sorting \(\sigma\Phi\) of units A, B and C. B: Grain-size sorting \(\sigma\Phi\) and median diameter Md\(\Phi\) of the three units against distance from source. C: Examples of grain-size frequency (>\(-1\Phi\) = lapilli blocks; 4\(\geq\) X >1\(\Phi\) = medium and coarse ash; >4\(\Phi\) = fine ash) histograms for units A, B and C at different distances from source. Note different vertical scales on bar charts.

Fig. 7.6. Largest clast diameter in each unit versus distance (A). B-D: Weight percentage of different grain-size fractions against distance in unit A, B and C. E: Topographic profile along the main flow axis.

Fig. 7.8. Strong change in PDC deposit facies across a 40 m high ridge at 1200 m from source. A: Overview sketch of different sampling locations across the ridge. B: Dune bedform which nucleated around vegetation and characterized by a rounded crest and shallow slopes; C: Dune bedform on the ridge crest that shows a lee length longer than the stoss...
length and high dip of the slopes: D: 5cm thick deposit sequence with highly erosive lower contact of unit A and B. While unit A is massive, unit B is stratified with undulatory beds that display small scale thickness variations. Thin unit C is very fine laminated; E: 8 cm thick tripartite PDC sequence composed of the unit A which is vegetation rich at its base, a planar stratified unit B and laminated unit C.

Fig. 7.9. A: Geometric parameters of dune bedforms measured in the field. B: Average thickness and wavelength of the dunes in each dune field against distance. Exponential fits to the data and the square misfits ($R^2$) are also shown.

Fig. 7.10. Cross-sections of the PDC deposit at the bottom (A) and the top of the lava ridge at 1000 m from source (B). C: Grain-size distribution of unit A at the bottom and at the top of the lava flow with grain-size median and sorting parameters.

Fig. 7.11. Cartoons of the blast evolution with distance at Tongariro. After the burst phase, the pyroclastic mixture rapidly collapses and develops vertical and longitudinal density stratifications. Rapid deposition leads to the formation of unit A (A). At 500 m from source, a second unit B is deposited from the slower and more dilute zone of the flow (A). Dune bedforms are generated regularly on the stoss sides of five ridges located along the main flow axis. For illustrative purposes, unit A and B are represented in black and white respectively.

Fig. 7.12. Cartoons of the blast evolution with distance and longitudinal deposit facies variations at Tongariro. A: The thin unit C veneers the two other units. At ~2400–2500 m from source, the flow becomes buoyant and reaches its final runout. For illustrative purposes, unit A and B are represented in black and white respectively. B: Longitudinal facies change of the PDC deposit.
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